
Drills and Plays



Part/WholePart/Whole
•• What is it?What is it?
•• 70/30, Hopping, moving feet, don’t stand still, thumb up the shaft, catchable70/30, Hopping, moving feet, don’t stand still, thumb up the shaft, catchable
passpass

•• DSP Position?DSP Position?

•• Find a way to catch the ballFind a way to catch the ball -- Move your head to the BallMove your head to the Ball

•• Be a Goalie FirstBe a Goalie First

•• Top Hand (both sides)Top Hand (both sides)

•• Bottom Hand (both sides)Bottom Hand (both sides)•• Bottom Hand (both sides)Bottom Hand (both sides)

•• Quick Stick & Switching HandsQuick Stick & Switching Hands

•• Over the ShoulderOver the Shoulder

•• One Handed Pass (both sides)One Handed Pass (both sides)

•• Rotate (Switch Hands)Rotate (Switch Hands)

•• Lights OutLights Out

•• Mr. MiyagiMr. Miyagi

•• Behind the BackBehind the Back



1

Station 1 - Passing Drill
have player pass and catch 3 times
left hand and right hand - Coach Passing

4

Station 4 - Shooting Drill

7

2
Station 2 - Ground Ball Drill
Player should be able to scoop
two balls each - 2 lefty - 2 rightly

3

Station 3 - Catching Drill
have player catch 3 times with
left hand and right hand

Skills Test
The Skills test will be made up of 7 Drills so we can determine if each player grasps the fundamentals.

Station 6 Agility Drill
have player move around 4 cones

6

Station 4 - Shooting Drill
2 shots left hand 2 shots right hand

Station 7 - Dodging Drill
Player should be able to do a face
and roll dodge twice. Long Stick just
face dodge.

5

Station 5 - Defensive Drill
Make sure each player knows
how to poke, slap check. Also
be able to achieve good defensive
position.



Lacrosse Land - Great Drill for little kids
Players cradle around each cone - on a slow jog (dump truck speed), after two laps they go faster (Cars) for two laps. After two laps
the become (Race cars) and they go full speed for 2 laps. They are all cradling a ball while doing this. Try to get them to change hands,
face and roll dodge. You can mix it up and have them put it on the ground and scoop and cradle (calling Ball/Release).
After they finish running you put them inside the cones and you add 2 or 3 (Car Thieves) who have to get the ball from the offensive
players. When they lose the ball they have to sit down until all of the car thieves have taken all the balls.

20 Yards between
Cones



3 Player Speed Drills3 Player Speed Drills

C

• Players A,B,C stand about 10 yards from each other.

• Ball starts with player A in the middle - he runs and passes to
Player B. Player A replaces Player B - Player B runs and passes to
Player C. Player B replaces Player C. Player C runs and passes to
Player A. The players continue passing and catching and replacing
each other. This is a very fast drill and it keeps the players moving.

You can also mix in Ground Balls and Flipping the Ball to each
player.

B

A Coaching Tip:
Make sure the players move to the ball.
Keep their sticks Vertical and on their ear.
Make good passes, don’t be caught flat footed.
Talk - Here is your help, Ball, Release.

Key to this drill is to make sure the players keep moving have
sound fundamentals and keep their spacing (about 10 yards).



Triangle Moition DrillsTriangle Moition Drills

A

I got Ball

I got your back

1

2

10 Yards
10 Yards

B C

Players A,B and C move the ball in a triangle. Players 1 and 2 are on Defense. Players 1 and 2 must
talk and maintain some distance between them and the ball. In this example player 1 has the ball or
is HOT. Player 2 plays as his back up if the ball moves to Player B or C than Player 2 becomes HOT
(he has the ball) and Player 1 becomes his back up. The purpose of this drill is to get the offensive
players to move the ball not just pass it. The Defensive purpose is to play on the man and backup the
man that is HOT. You can have several Triangle going at the same time.

10 Yards



Box DrillBox Drill
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Pass Ball to Player B on the Run
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Box Drill is a great drill to keep the players moving.
They must have sound fundamentals on all aspects
catching, throwing, scooping and cradling.

Once they get the drill down you can throw in 2 balls.
You can have several box drills going at the same time.



Shooting on the RunShooting on the Run

BBack up

Coaches Hint:
You will need a lot of balls
Make sure the Back-up

Player A runs up field then cuts to the goal and takes a shot on the run.
Player B runs up field then cuts to the goal and takes a shot on the run.

Change line after your shoot - Shoot from the both the left and right side.

ABack up

Make sure the Back-up
players have helmets on



Stick Protection Drill

2 lines defense 2 lines offense - Offensive players run on a straight line to the other side of the field (Side-line to Side Line).
They are trying to protect their stick (cradling with two hands on stick with their body turned from the defenseman. Defenseman is
trying to poke and slap check the players gloves or stick (Emphasize the check on the gloves. Switch lines and come back the other way.



Alley/Ground Ball Drill

Side Line

Coach rolls ball out players must get the ground ball and pass it back to the coach.
They must stay in the alley (side-line to restraining line) if they don’t they lost the
ground ball. You can mix it up and have 2 on 1 and 3 on 2 ground balls. The concept
is to get them to stay in the close confines of the Alley. If you have 2 on 1 or 3 on 2 they must
pass it to each man on their team before they get it back to the coach. You can also put the ball
on the side line and have them go after it and see what they do when the ball is 6 inches from the line.
Emphasize groundball fundamentals and pushing from behind (why it is illegal).

End Line

Restraining Line



Animal Drill

Ball

Players race to the ball from about
20 yards apart and they must scoop the
ground ball. Once they come up with it they
must pass to a teammate who passes it to coach.
Emphasize hustling after the ground ball,
scooping through the ball and finding space, Look for the
open man and getting open without the ball.
Players that lose must play defense. Coach

Ball
Players that lose must play defense.

This is a great Drill to see who wants the ball the most.



3 on 2 - 2 on 1

Goalie Clears Ball

Last player to touch ball, drop, shot on goal
gets back on defense

Last person to touch the ball must hustle

These players are on Offense and
are on a 2 on 1 Fast break the other way

Last person to touch the ball must hustle
back to play defense.

Defensive players are now are on offense



Goalie Drills
Color balls- Three to four balls with large color circles on balls. Goalie faces back of goal. When coach yells "turn", goalie turns-coach

shoots the ball and goalie makes save as he yells out the color of the ball. Helps with concentration on the ball.
Windshield stick- Goalie windshields his stick from stick side to off-stick side as fast as possible. Coach can yell "stop", coach shoots

ball, goalie makes save. To make this drill harder, coach does not have to yell "stop". Coach can just shoot ball during goalie windshield
movement. Works on hands speed and stick control.

Backboard toss- Coach tosses in ball, goalie makes save and uses backboard at other end of the gym as a throwing target. Works on
throwing accuracy.

Crease run- Goalie runs around the outside of the crease at full speed. While he is running he must concentrate on seeing the coach. At
any point the coach can shoot the ball at the goal and the goalie must make a save. Works on foot speed, conditioning and the tracking of

the ball.
Ski jumpers- Goalie can use a line or stick to do two-footed jump over stick. Not trying to jump high but to jump as many times over the

stick as possible in a given time frame. Works on conditioning and body control
Walking the line- Line should separate body. Simulate making save in all 6 areas that goalies need to make saves. Slow down and

practice good technique! I recommend that you have someone with some goalie background watch you do this because if you are doing
something wrong you do not want to keep doing wrong! Somebody should be present to correct any technique mistakes.

Wall ball drills- Using the wall, you can simulate shots off the wall to practice your technique. Also can help with stick work. Face wall;
face coach-turn-make saves drills.

Star balls- Coach shoots the star ball (bounce shot) to get a "crazy bounce" off of the floor. Star balls are more effective when bouncedStar balls- Coach shoots the star ball (bounce shot) to get a "crazy bounce" off of the floor. Star balls are more effective when bounced
out in front of the goalie. Works on getting goalie to attack the ball so that the "crazy" bounce will not occur.

Pipe to pipe drill- Two coaches on both sides of the goal about three yards away. Coaches use hands to toss balls just inside of the pipes
one at a time. Goalie starts on one post, coach shoots, goalie makes save and works on "flat" step along goal line and leading with the

stick to the far post. Other coach tries to beat the goalie to the inside. (Between goalie and post) Goalie works on post to post technique
("flat" step) and leading with the stick to the far post. Works on the technique listed and conditioning drill.

Chase and get back drill- Coach rolls ball out to side. Goalie runs out of goal to get the ground ball throws ball to coach, and sprints
back to goal. Coach can shoot to make goalie dive to make save or can wait until the goalie gets back and then shoots. Works on composer

after bad clearing pass and conditioning!
End line chase- Coach shoots ball wide (on purpose) and goalie sprints to chase ball to end line.

Deflection drill- Put gloves, helmets, anything you can find in front of goal. Coach shoots at these "obstacles" to try and get a deflection.
Goalie must react and make save.



Near Man Defense – Slide Adjacent

Slide Adjacent

Defense Offense

Beats Man



Near Man Defense – Crease Slide

Push

Defense Offense

Beats Man

Slide



Near Man Defense – Diamond SS – Short Stick

SS SS

Diamond defensemen
Are in a zone, short
Sticks are behind,
Deny the short stick
Without the ball

Slide

Defense Offense

Without the ball



Raider – Add Goalie – under 2 minutes down by a goal

G

Defense Offense



Man Down Defense – 4 Man Tight

Defense Offense



Man Down Defense – Flash – 5 Man Rotation

Defense Offense



Man Down Defense – Master – Lock on

Defense Offense

Ball



Man Down Defense – Special Shut off adjacents

Defense Offense

Ball



Man Down Defense – String

Defense Offense



Offense – 23 – Attack with Ball

A

A
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MM

M M



Offense – 23 Jet - Invert

M

A
A

AA

M M



3 on 2 - 2 on 1

Goalie Clears Ball

Players move up the field in a 3 on 2
Fast Break

Defenders are in a Tandem or Stack
Top play waits until his goalie says get ball.
The Other defender gets 1st pass.

The purpose of the drill is to
1. Get the Goalies to clear the ball
2. Get the offensive players to catch an outlet pass
and move up the field on a fast break
3. Get the defenders to be patient and slow down the fast break
4. Communication by Goalies is key

1st pass

Back in the hole



Goalie Clear Drill - follow the line you passed too

Outlet man makes pass
to middie

Middie makes pass to opposite
field middie

Middie makes pass to
attackman back door

Goalie has a bucket of balls
makes clearing pass to his outlet

Attackman takes shot
on Goalie from
10 yards

Drill keeps going until Goalie is out of balls and then you
switch sides. You can do this with one goalie just remove the other middie line



4 Line Weave

1 2

3 4

Single Line Quick Stick

1 2 3 4 5

6

Triangle Passing

1

3
2

Crease Survivor

A1
A2

D1 D2

1

2



3 v 3 - 10 Second Drill

A1
D1

A2

D2 D3

A3

COACH - Coach has ball, work/pick to
get open - 10 seconds to go to cage

D2

4 v 3 Unsettled from Perimeter

D1 D3

2 3

4
1

Coach - (Attack Front of Cage)

Drive X - roll back - feed crease

A1

A2

A3
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Stick Skills - Circle

Spike Out!

Denotes Pass
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Stick Skills - STARR
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X

3 Weave

3 Strait

Over

Stick Skills - 3 Weave

X
X

X

Denotes Pass



Zone Defense



A

A M1

M

Zone Defense

Every one on the team has a
zone they are responsible to
protect
When an opposing player comes
into your zone, make sure
you communicate and look to check
sticks or body check.
In this example M1 has the ball
D1 plays ballD1

D2
D3

D4

A

A

M

M1 D1 plays ball
D2 and D6 deny next pass
D3 and D5 play goal line extended
D4 fronts the crease.

D1

D6
D5

D4



A

A M1

M2

Zone defense step 2
•Ball moves to M2 D2 plays
ball hard
•D1 denies pass to M1
•D4 fronts the crease man
•D6 sloughs way in to the crease
area M3 is not a threat, but he may
cut so D6 sees the man sees the ball
•D3 and D5 play goal line extended

D1

D2
D3

D4

A

A

M3

M1
D6

D5



A1

A3 M1

M2

Zone Defense step 3

Ball swings to A1
D3 plays ball
D2 denies pass to M2
D4 fronts ball side on crease
D1 sloughs down and watches
cutter M1
D6 Still sloughs toward crease
for help watching cut by M3
D5 anticipates pass to A2D1

D2
D3

D4

A2

A3

M3

M1 D5 anticipates pass to A2D1

D6
D5



A1

A3
M1

M2

Zone Defense step 4

D5 plays ball
D3 drops to goal line extended
D4 slides and fronts ball side
D6 now slides out to deny pass
to M3
D1 sloughs down to crease
watching cutter M1
D2 sloughs down to crease,
his man M2 is farthest away

D2

D3

A2

M3

M1 his man M2 is farthest away
from ball

D1

D6
D5

D4



A

A M

M

•Zone defense step 5

•Same set up as before with
the ball out front
•Everyone must count the number
•of passes they are away
•If you are one pass away deny
•If you are two passes away
you do not have to be as tight
to your man. Just be aware

D2D3

Two passes away
slough to inside

D3 Your man is farthest from the

ball so slough to the middle of the goal
and look to help

A

A

M

M to your man. Just be aware
of the cuts that could be made
Always follow the cutter and
release him on the crease.

D1

D6

D5
D4
front man

ball

deny

deny



Basic Motion Offense



A

A M

M

Offensive set - 30 motion

We will be running
a basic motion offense
Constant movement
eliminates the back up
slides are difficult
The offensive man
achieves a one step
advantage if run properly

A

A M

M
advantage if run properly



A

A M

M

Offensive set - 30 motion

• Basic motion offense
•Always rotate away from the
ball
•Constant movement
eliminates the back up
slides are difficult
•The offensive man
achieves a one step

passA

A M

M
achieves a one step
advantage if run properly you
will always have some behind
the cage and out front.



A2

A3 M2

M3

Offensive set - 30 to 42

•Keeping the same rotation
rotate to a 42
•M1 starts by taking ball
behind, goal line extended
•M3 slides over to middle
•M2 goes goal line extended
•A1 A2 cross to the top of the
and A3 follows

Phase 1

A1 M1

M2
and A3 follows
•M1 is always looking as cuts
are made.



A3

A1

M2

Offensive set - 42

After cuts are made this is the
set up, from the motion set to
the 42 set M1 has the ball

Phase 2

A2

M1

M3

Ball



A3

A1

M2

Offensive set - 42

•After cuts are made this is the
set up, from the motion set to
the 42 set M1 has the ball.

•We follow the same principles
of rotating away from ball.
•M1 starts his drive, M2 moves
to X for back up

•A2 moves away from ball, M3

Phase 3

A2

M1

M3
•A2 moves away from ball, M3
sets pick for A2 and hangs at
box for break
•A1 replaces A3 cutting for Pass
if M1 has no shot
•If this fails, we can pass to M2
at X or M3 on top and start
all over again.
•Same principles from motion
stay in place.

Ball
pick



A3M3

M2

Offensive set - 42

M1 beats his man and forces
D1 to slide
Options:
1. Beat man shoot
2. A1 cuts off side for shot
3. M2 sets pick for A3 and circles

back to midfield for break
4. M3 cuts to X for back up

M

M
D

A1

A2

M1

4. M3 cuts to X for back up
5. A2 must occupy man so he

can not slide for help.

In this offense the second slide
is eliminated!
Be patient, if unsettled, balance
up and go again.

M

D

D1



Clears
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Box Clear - Use off End line or Side line, Inside Restraining Box or after shot if Goalie doesn’t make a quick outlet to a middie breaking up field

D D

M

A



G

D M M

M
A

A

Box 3 Side Line Clear - Use whenever clear starts between restraining line and midfield line

D

A

D
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D M

M
M A

A

Box to 3 Clear - Use off End line or Settled Clear - we will only run this when we subbed the 3rd D-Man plus cleared with 4 Middies

D M

A



x

x

x
x

G

D3

D1

D 2

M2

M3 x

x

A 1

A 2

Clears

xx
D3

M 1
x
A 3

When the Goalie has control of the Ball he will yell Clear. On the word clear all players will
move to there respective positions on the field. The Goalies 1st look is to M1.



D2

D1G

M3

M2

A1

A2

Clears - Call = Adam

D3 M1
A3

Cheap Clear - Call Adam - Goalie makes save and calls
Adam - Goalie Throws it to designated Area - attackman must get there.



D2

D1G

M3

M2

A1

A2

Clears - Call =Issac

D3 M1
A3

Middie Clear - Call Isaac - Goalie gets ball to M2 who carries it over the midfield
line.
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Everyone breaks on the
clear
D1 and M1 try to work
a 2 on 1 up the field
Always try and clear away
from Box area

Basic Clear
Step 1

BOX

D1

D

M1

A

A
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G

A1

A

Basic Clear
Step 2

This is what our
set up should be
after we cut to our
spots. Three across
the field with a middie
to help.

D1
M1

A

A

Three men across with
a middie down to help



D

D2 M2M1

M

G

A

A

Everyone breaks on the
clear
M1 and M2 stack in the
middle of the field.
M1 is the goalies first look
M1 gets pass his look is to
M2 first, A1 second and

22 double M
Step 1

D1

D2 A

A1

M2 first, A1 second and
lastly D1
If D2 gets pass on break and
middies are man to man he
looks for A1.



D

M2M1

M

G

A

A

Defense are two across
and the midfielders are
stacked in the middle

This is our set up after the
cuts

22 double M22 double M
Step 2

22 DoubleM

D1

D

A

A1

Two men across

and two middies

stacked

22 DoubleM



Situation Plays



A1A2 A3 M3
M2

Offensive set Moses
Middle of the field

Ball at midfield
•M2 starts his move to his
left to set up pick and
drives straight at pick
•M1 sets pick for M2
•A2 yells break and comes to
•the goal hard
•A3,A1 M3 all yell “hears
your help and break to their
right
•A1 goes behind for back up

M1A2

M1

M2 •A1 goes behind for back up
•M3 curls around for rebound
•A3 clears to draw defense
with him
Options:
1. Shot
2. A2
3. M3 behind you



A1A2 A M M

Offensive set

Ball on sideline

A and M set double pick
m1 has ball and looks for

Sideline stack - Ball out of bounds
SEAL Play

A2

M1

m1 has ball and looks for
A2 off pick
Options:
1. Shot
2. A2 off pick
3. A1 behind

1

3

2



A2

A3

M3

M1

Offensive set

Sweep play by middies
Doubledown left
Doubledown right
M1 and M2 clear out,
M3 sweeps
M3 and A2 set pick for
A1

Double down Left
This means the midfielder
on the left starts play

1

A1

M2

A1
M3 drives cage has shot
or looks for A1
M2 gets back for break
A3 Covers back up
Doubledown left means the
left midfielder starts the play
Doubledown right means
the right midfielder starts

2

Option 1 shoot
Option 2 Pass



Rides
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Zero Ride

A M
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Red Ride - Attack moves on the pass in a triangle

A

DMD
D



O

O

O

O

O

A

A
X

A

X

Bump Ride - O = Clearing Team

O O
X
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x

G
D1

D 2

M2

M3 x

x

A 1

A 2

G

Rides - Call = Match

x

x D3
M 1 xA 3

When we ride the Ball most teams will use a clear like this you will match up on a man
we will not play the Goalie until he passes you.



x

x

x
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G
D1

D 2

M2

M3 x

x

A 1

A 2

G

Split difference

Goalie Look to pick someone up

Rides - Call = 10

x

x
D3M 1 xA 3

When we ride the Ball most teams will use a clear like this you will match up on a man
we will not play the Goalie until he passes you. Everyone else Lock off.

Split difference



D D

M

M

G

Rides

A

AM

M

Riding team in circles
Attack are in a triangle
cut off the ball and
closest men to ball
Leave long pass open

D1

M1

A

A
M

Leave long pass open
and rotate to pass



Man Up



A

A M

M
Man-up
3-3 DRAW AND DUMP

•The key is to draw D1 and
D2 to play the ball.
•If this does not work we
need to pull the ball out
and dump to A2. The

D

D

D

A M

and dump to A2. The
•next page shows option 2 for
Man-upD2

D

D1



A A

M2

M1

2-3-1

•A1 draws wing
defenseman and dumps
ball off to M1`

•M1 draws top
defensemen and dumps to
M2

•M2 draws other

Man up

A

A

A

M3

•M2 draws other
defenseman and dumps

•M3 looks for A1
sneaking, takes a shot or
looks for A2 off pick.

•A2 makes cut on pass M2
to M3



A

A
A1

M
M2

14 Sweep

M2 sweeps to right
M1 sets a screen for A1
M2 looks for pass or
shot

A1

M1



Defensive Drills



Defensive Player most beat the man to Top Side
Offensive Player does not go full speed. No sticks then with Sticks

Defensive Drills

Defender runs to top cone then shuffles to side
cone, then back peddles to back cone then sprints
to top cone then shuffles to middle cone.

High Low



Feeder

Offensive player must change planes and defender
must get top side.

Playing man on crease - defender must play man
ball (between man and the ball) vs (between goal
and man when playing on the wing) very different
then playing close defense. Offensive players must
pick for each other and get open so feeders can
pass to them.

Feeder

Feeder



Progressive Shooting



e

X1 lefty pass to X2

X1 V-cut and clear out

X2 receive pass right handed

X2 sweep and shoot on run
X1

X2

Pass

Movement

Shot

X2 sweep and shoot on run

Progressive Shooting Drill
Phase I



e

X1 lefty pass to X2

X1 V-cut and clear out

Receive Heel Pass from

X2 - Time and Room

X2 receive pass right handed

X2 sweep and C-cut - switch

C-CUT

X1
X2

Pass

Movement

Shot

X2 - Time and Room
Shot - Right handed

X2 sweep and C-cut - switch

to left handed - Heel Pass to X1

Progressive Shooting Drill
Phase II - Begins after PI



e

X1 lefty pass to X2

X1 V-cut and clear out

X2 receive pass right handed

X2 sweep and pass to X3 on

X3

Goal Line Extended

X3 V-cut - lefty catch

X3 shoot left handed

Goal Line Extended

X1
X2

Pass

Movement

Shot

X2 sweep and pass to X3 on

Goal Line Extended

Progressive Shooting Drill
Phase III - Begins after PI



e

X1 lefty pass to X2

X1 V-cut and clear out

X2 receive pass right handed

X2 sweep and pass to X3 on

X3

Goal Line Extended

X3 V-cut - lefty catch

X3 C-cut switch hands

Goal Line Extended

Pass Right Handed to X4

X4

X4 V-cut - lefty catch

Switch hands drive cage

Goal Line Extended

Shoot, Inside Roll,
Rocker or Question Mark

Dodge

X1
X2

Pass

Movement

Shot

X2 sweep and pass to X3 on

Goal Line Extended

Progressive Shooting Drill
Phase IV - Begins after PI Goes

Through Phase III



e

X1 lefty pass to X2

X1 V-cut and clear out

X2 receive pass right handed

X2 sweep and pass to X3 on

X3

Goal Line Extended

X3 V-cut - lefty catch

X3 C-cut switch hands

Goal Line Extended

Pass Right Handed to X4

X4

X4 V-cut - lefty catch

Switch hands drive cage

Goal Line Extended

X4 passes to X1 for

Left Handed Time &
Room Shot

X1
X2

Pass

Movement

Shot

X2 sweep and pass to X3 on

Goal Line Extended

Progressive Shooting Drill Phase
V - Begins with PI Goes Through

Phase III & IV



e

X1 lefty pass to X2

X1 V-cut and clear out

X1 picks for X 5 - X5
takes inside shot

X2 receive pass right handed

X2 sweep and pass to X3 on

X3

Goal Line Extended

X3 V-cut - lefty catch

X3 C-cut switch hands

Goal Line Extended

Pass Right Handed to X4

X4

X4 V-cut - lefty catch

Switch hands drive cage

Goal Line Extended

X4 passes to X5 for
inside shot

X5

X1
X2

Pass

Movement

Shot

X2 sweep and pass to X3 on

Goal Line Extended

Progressive Shooting Drill Phase
VI - Begins with PI Goes Through

Phase I,III & IV



e

X4 Feeds X1 off of X5

Pick for LH Shot or
feeds X5 on trial Cut
after pick

X6 rotates out for

X3

Goal Line Extended

X4

X5 X6

X1
X2

Pass

Movement

Shot

X6 rotates out for
balance

Progressive Shooting Drill Phase
VII - Begins with PI Goes
Through Phase I,III & IV



Progressive Drill Notes

•Drill can be in reverse direction

•Early phases can be done with 2 or more goals

•Points of Emphasis - timing and space, ball
movement, foot movement, keep head up, see themovement, foot movement, keep head up, see the
offense develop, shooting with both hands, use of
both hands when passing and receiving

•Game Pace

•Avoids line drills

• Can progress into set offense 1-3-2, 2-2-2, 1-4-1



Plays



3-2-1 Formation
Circle Backside Feed



3-2-1 Formation
Pick Opposite



2-2-2 Formation
Feed from Behind Play



2-2-2 Formation
Sweep Play



1-4-1 Formation
Motion Isolation Play



Offense
3-2-1 Formation
Chaos
Back Door

Call: Chaos





Discipline & Self Esteem

How do you discipline a player what are your methods?

Self Esteem and Confidence - Praise, Praise and Praise
What are your methods?What are your methods?



Sportsmanship

Honor the Game - this to me is the most important aspect of what
we are teaching the kids.

How do you and your coaches react to bad calls - The call is the
call and you should move on - DIFFICULT

How do you run your sideline?How do you run your sideline?

What about the end of the game? Do you talk to your kids?

You should talk about sportsmanship and honoring the game every chance you get! Example Over Time Game.



Conditioning

My Philosophy? - Lacrosse is a running game get your conditioning
In during your Practice? Your drills can accomplish this.

Make sure they always have a stick in there hand?

Watch for kids with Allergies and Asthma!!!



Safety

•Most important thing we can do as coaches is to provide a safe
environment.

•Talk to the opposing coach before the game and try to match up
kids by size (If possible)

•Speak with the officials before and during the game and tell them•Speak with the officials before and during the game and tell them
this is an instructional League - Minimal body contact.

•Make sure the Medical Kid is on the field and you have a Cell
phone on the field at all times.

•Make sure you have your kids parents emergency numbers and
medical information

THIS is not FOOTBALL with STICKS



Injuries

• Do you know what to do if there is an injured player?
• Are you prepared to take action?
• Do you have any medical training?
• Do you have a cell phone with you on the field?• Do you have a cell phone with you on the field?

• Take a Safety Course?



I hereby pledge to live up to my certification as a NYSCA Coach by following the NYSCA Coaches’
Code of Ethics:

I will place the emotional and physical well being of my players ahead of a personal desire to win.

I will treat each player as an individual, remembering the large range of emotional and physical
development for the same age group.

I will do my best to provide a safe playing situation for my players.

I will promise to review and practice basic first aid principles needed to treat injuries of my
players.

Code of Conduct

players.

I will do my best to organize practices that are fun and challenging for all my players.

I will lead by example in demonstrating fair play and sportsmanship to all my players.

I will provide a sports environment for my team that is free of drugs, tobacco, and alcohol, and I
will refrain from their use at all youth sports events.

I will be knowledgeable in the rules of each sport that I coach, and I will teach these rules to my
players.

I will use those coaching techniques appropriate for all of the skills that I teach.

I will remember that I am a youth sports coach, and that the game is for children and not adults.

© National Alliance For Youth Sports



Working with Kids and Parents

• Every Kid is different don’t lose site of this.

• Set your ground rules before your 1st practice

• Everyone plays - give equal playing time

• Limit your lectures - kids learn quicker by doing• Limit your lectures - kids learn quicker by doing

• Make it Fun

• Use lots of positive reinforcement

• This is a instructional league - make sure everyone understands that

• Parents can be your best and worst ally - communicate with them
and manage there expectations - email is a great tool for this as well as a parent/player meeting

Have Fun - Remember it’s just a game!!!!



Practice Plans

• Have a practice plan for every practice - never improvise (see attached practice Plan) Plan your work/work your Plan
• Be prepared always - never get surprised
• It is important after practice to bring the team in and ask them if they understand everything you whet over.
• Don’t over coach or make things too complicated
• Keep is Fun and Simple
• Keep them moving - don’t let them sit around (idle hands are the devils workshop). Work the Wall
• Give them drills to do at home• Give them drills to do at home
• Don’t over condition



Game Situation and Preparation
• Know your personal?

• Make your lineup the night before? - change your starters around!!!

• Do you have a backup Goalie?

• Who will warm up your Goalie?

• Make sure everyone is on time - THAT MEANS YOU 1/2 hour before works well• Make sure everyone is on time - THAT MEANS YOU 1/2 hour before works well

• Know the rules - this will help you in tight game situations

• Delegate to your assistant

• Give you lineup to the scores table

• Keep a chalk board near by

• Don’t make up stuff as you go! Have your in bound play and time out plays ready

• Don’t lose patience



Sportsmanship - Honoring the game

• Be ethical and professional

• Don’t complain

• Be ambassadors of the Game• Be ambassadors of the Game

• Have a Positive Influence on the kids

• Have FUN





Lou Corsetti (404) 213-7498
© Property of Lou Corsetti and YMCA Lacrosse


